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Lebanese defeat siege
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The Lebanese army said yesterday its 8th
Brigade defeated a three-pronged attack mounted overnight by Syrianbacked Druse militiamen to seize a
mountaintop town overlooking the
U.S. Marine base in Beirut.
An army communique said the attackers suffered heavy losses during
nightlong fighting around the strategic town of Souk el-Gharb, nine miles
southeast of the Lebanese capital.
The battle for the town has become
the focal point of an 11-day civil war
Druse militiamen of leftist
iTtion leader Walid Jumblatt's
sive Socialist Party against
the Lebanese army and rightist Christian militias of the Phalange Party.
Seizure of the town would put the
Druse and their anti-government allies within easy firing range of the
Marine base at Beirut's international
airport as well as the presidential
palace and the U.S. ambassador's
residence in suburbs east of the capital.

PRESIDENT REAGAN'S decision
Tuesday to allow air and naval artillery support to curb threats against
the multinational peacekeeping force
was seen by Western observers here
as partly designed to prevent the fall
of Souk el-Gharb.
Two British Buccaneer fighterbombers flew a rooftop sweep over
Beirut on Tuesday in a show of force
for the multinational troops. They
thundered in from the island of Cyprus, flying over U.S. and other ships
off Beirut.
The Western warships were shadowed by a Soviet missile frigate and a
Soviet radio intercept ship, which
were spotted about two miles away
from the United States aircraft carrier Dwight D. Eisenhower.
The 1,200 Marines on shore are
backed by 2,000 Marines who arrived
Monday on ships posted off the Lebanese coast. A memorial service was
held Tuesday for two of the four
Marines killed since Aug. 29.
In Damascus, Syrian s state minister for foreign affairs, Farouk Chareh, told a news conference: "The

Americans opted for military escalation and we see this as a dangerous
development. This is exactly how the
American involvement started in
Vietnam."
IN MOSCOW, the official Tass news
agency said Reagan's decision on air
strikes would allow the Marines to
"unleash a new war beginning with a
direct seizure of Lebanon and military provocations against Syria."
Late Tuesday, U.S. special envoy
Robert McFariane returned to Beirut
from Saudi Arabia and conferred with
Lebanese Foreign Minister Elie Salem and national security adviser
Wadi Haddad on his talks with Saudi
officials about a possible ceasefire in
Lebanon, Beirut radio reported. It
gave no details about the two-hour
meeting.
In Israel, Former Defense Minister
Ariel Sharon called for joint U.S.-Israeli action to prevent the "massacre" of Lebanese Christians
trapped by Druse militias in the Chouf
mountains.

Loud parties beware

Police to enforce law
by Jeft James
stall reporter

Contrary to popular belief, the
louder the party is does not always
mean the better. If you do make a lot
of noise at your next get together, you
may have an unexpected visit by city
or campus police for violation of the
three-year-old city noise ordinance.
According to Lt. William Fox of the
Bowling Green Police Department,
the ordinance was originally geared
toward loud factories and parties. The
noise was a continuing problem, and
city council felt something had to be
done.
The ordinance says no noise level
should exceed 85 decibels. Exceptions
are for lawn mowers, which emit
about 85 decibels, power tools and
chain saws operated between 7 a.m.
and 11 a.m.
Fox said the police will not be out to
strictly enforce this law, but it will be
enforced if necessary.

"The police will come to the party
the first lime and ask to break it up. If
the police have to come back then
citations could be issued," Fox said.
"The possible conviction is a minor
misdemeanor for the first offense.
The second offense could result in a
fourth degree misdemeanor."
FOX SAID last month there were 52
complaints of loud parties - up from
last year. Yet, of all the complaints,
there were only one or two charges
issued, he said.
"We try to work with people breaking the ordinance," Fox said. "Most
of the people who have parties try to
keep the noise on a tolerable level.
"Although most of the complaints
come from neighbors, if the police are
driving by and hear an unruly bunch,
they will inforce action, he said. The
people who get in trouble are the ones
who can't take a hint."

Newlove Realty tries to inform
their tenants on the importance of the
noise ordinance.
Tenants who rent from Newlove are
given check-in sheets at the beginning
of the year including a copy of the
city's noise ordinance. The Newlove
management also requests tenants
forewarn them a few days before a
party is held.
Pat Maurer, of Greenbriar Incorporated, said her realty office doesn't
like to see their name in the paper for
such a violation, and the tenants probably do not like to see their own
either.
"We ask our tenants to use their
own discretion on this matter,"
Maurer said. "We tell them about the
ordinance if they ask or if they seek a
party permit. However, we hope that
they are well informed on something
like this."

Navy begins search for plane's flight recordings
by Associated Press

The U.S. Navy began hunting yesterday for the "black box" from the
South Korean jumbo jet shot down by
a Soviet interceptor over Sakhalin
Island. Japanese searchers, meanwhile, found a still-ticking Mickey
Mouse watch and part of the body of a
fourth victim.
Currents in the Sea of Okhotsk have
moved bits and pieces of the airliner
south since the jet and the 269 people
aboard went down Sept. 1. About 1,000
Japanese police ana volunteer* are
searching the 240-mile long northern

shore of Japan's northernmost island
of Hokkaido.
The U.S. Navy tug Narragansett
began probing 600 to 900-foot depths
offHokkaido for the black box, which
contains in-flight recordings that
might provide more clues to the
plane's fate. The box c nits a pinging
signal that can be detected by a
special electronic device aboard the
Narragansett.
Japanese officials said portions of a
body were found yesterday. Like
three other battered bodies and three
•null body fragments found thus far,
it was taken to a hospital morgue.

A local resident at Shari, on the bring up the KAL tragedy again when
eastern part of the Hokkaido coast- he speaks to the U.N. General Assemline, found several pieces of debris bly later this month, Japanese offifloating together, including a still cials, said;
ticking Mickey Mouse watch believed
Japan's Foreign Ministry sumto have been worn by one of the moned Soviet Ambassador Vladimir
Pavlov and demanded compensation
victims, police reported.
The police and residents of coastal for the 28 Japanese nationals aboard
towns of Hokkaido said they would the downed jumbo jet, but Pavlov
continue searching for remains of the refused to accept it.
jet and its passengers.
Meanwhile, about 100 Korean resiUJS. Ambassador Mike Mansfield
went to the residence of Prime Min- dents of Tokyo demonstrated outside
ister Yasuhiro Nakasone in Tokyo to the offices of the Japan Broadcasting
thank Japan for its search efforts, and Corp. (NHK) to protest performances
said President Reagan is expected to at NHK Hall by the visiting Bolshoi

Ballet troupe. No violence was reported.
The 93-member Soviet ballet group
arrived in Japan Sept. 7, along with
the 75-member Bolshoi Theater
group, for performances throughout
Japan, sponsored by a private arts
promoter.
Neutral Switzerland suspended
landing rights of the Soviet airline
Aeroflot for two weeks and joined a
boycott of flights to Moscow launched
by Belgium, Britain, Denmark, Finland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden and
West Germany.

Charter gives
profs power
by Nancy Beach
stall reporter

The new academic charter, which
went into effect this semester, gives
faculty members power over policy,
course and curriculum changes they
have never had before, according to
Dr. Betty Van der Smissen, Senate
chair.
The charter, which was revised
during the 1982-83 academic year by
Faculty Senate, now contains provisions for a new Undergraduate Council and abolishes the old Academic
Council which formerly handled academic affairs.
The new council will focus its attention specifically on the academic
needs of undergraduates.
Van der Smissen explained Undergraduate Council is contained within
the Faculty Senate power structure
and is comparable to the already
existing Graduate Council.
Both groups report directly to the
Committee on Academic Affairs, a
new committee designed to review
suggestions made by the councils.
Some changes, such as those on policy, will be passed up to the Senate,
and a vote will decide whether the
change will be implemented.
The old Academic Council was a
separate body which made decisions
independently of the Senate.
"NOW THE FACULTY has the
power to decide on course and curriculum changes, whereas before it was
handled by Academic Council," Van
der Smissen said.
She added this aspect of the revised
Academic Charter is important to
students because it creates a body
that is specifically interested in development of academics for undergraduates.
Another structure change is in the
creation of a Senate Budget Committee, which will review spending and
make suggestions.

In the "Personnel" section of the
revised Charter, there are changes in
the rules governing tenure.
Van der Smissen said formerly, all
years of teaching counted toward the
seven years experience needed to be
considered for tenure. Now instructors have the right to waive some of
those years if they feel they have not
done enough research or other work
to make their application for tenure
successful.
"This goes for those who need time
to get their research going, or relocating teachers, or those who are i hanging the focus of their work, say as in
someone who is in mathematics' and
wants to switch to computer science,"
Van der Smissen said.
THE CHARTER also charges tenured faculty members with more responsibility toward probationary
faculty, providing for more frequent
evaluations so those who seek tenure
will have a more accurate picture of
their status.
"There should be more evaluations
of performance along the way," Van
der Smissen said. "Some departments just vote at the end and that's
it The faculty has a legitimate complaint when they say they thought
they were doing things right all alone
when no one told them they weren't.
She added there will now be more
equal emphasis on all three areas research, service and teaching - that
faculty examines when they are approving a member for tenure. The old
charter was less specific about this.
"I think the faculty can handle its
new responsibilities, as long as they
feel the new groups are not a rubber
stamp and they feel they are really
doing something, Van der Smissen,
said.
"Things have been a little lax in the
past, but only a little and now that
they have the power they will use it,"
she said.

In Moscow, the U.S. Embassy said
400 to 500 Americans were believed in
the Soviet Union and it advised U.S.
travelers to make alternative arrangements to beat the boycott.
French and Austrian airlines were
flying to and from the Soviet capital.
So were East bloc carriers.
Soviet First Deputy Foreign Minister Georgi Kornienko told a Moscow
news conference global criticism of
the Kremlin for downing the jumbo
jet would not affect U.S.-Soviet talks
on limiting medium-range nuclear
weapons.

Cutbacks
may cause
mortality
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A "hunger watch" group links a recent increase in the local infant mortality
rate to cutbacks in federal nutrition
programs, but a review of infant
death rates since 1950 snows several
dips and rises over the years.
A local chapter of Bread for the
World, which describes itself as a
Christian advocacy group, is monitoring how federal nutrition programs
affect hunger.
The group's recent Hunger Watch
Report says, "Our information indicates that hunger is once again on the
rise in our community and nation."
The report includes Ohio Department of Health statistics that show
the Franklin County infant mortality
rate climbed from 12.1 per 1,000 live
births in 1960 to 12.7 in 1981. The
Columbus rate jumped from 12 perl,000 live births in 1* to 13.2 in 1981.
The white infant death rate in Columbus jumped from 10.1 in 1980 to
11.8 in 1981, while non-white infant
deaths decreased from 16.1 to 16.S.
Greg Sharp, a Columbus Bread for
the World spokesman, said there is a
"correlation" between federal cutbacks and the deaths.
"INFANT MORTALITY has increased for Franklin County and Columbus," Sharp said. "There is a
trend that's continually downward
and then lumps up a little bit."
Federal aid to states for maternal
and child health, community health
centers and family planning programs was cut by an average SO
percent in 1961, according to an Ohio
Children's Defense Fund report released earlier this year.

-the bottom line
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Signs of change
Workers from the federal Sign Company of Indianapolis began construction yesterday to
raise the existing football scoreboard at the Doyt L Perry Stadium 18 feet. According to
Ken Shoenl. administrative assistant with the University Athletic Department, the alteration was
necessary because the new endzone bleachers were blocking the scoreboard from the view
of the fans, The project is expected to be completed by Saturday.
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editorial

Reporter talks to Beirut 'police'

Passage of Issue 3
means higher fees
This year the state issued its first "reasonably stable"
higher education budget, which allowed Ohio's 12 major
publicly supported tax universities to increase student fees
by an average of only 9 percent.
The University raised instructional and general fees 10
percent in June - a $65 increase for undergraduate instructional fee and a $9 increase for general fee.
The 1983-85 state appropriation to universities fell $125
million short of the Board of Regent's recommendation. This
amount is sufficient for the regents to stop the escalating
fees, estimated at 20 percent a year over the past three years
because of the state's cuts. But will future cuts allow them to
assure access for the 400,000 of us in this state's public higher
education system?
Now we are told if voters repeal the state's income tax
increase, state universities might have to increase tuition
again and curb faculty pay.
The revoking of this bill would cause the state to cut aid to
higher education by 26 percent, from $920 million to $700
million, according to the Ohio Board Of Regents Chancellor
Edward Moulton.
Some legislatures are saying all Ohioans will be adversely
harmei by repealing the raise in the personal exemption
from $650 to $1,000 and by eliminating the $20 tax credit
allowed for each dependent.
At this University some of us cannot afford more cuts in aid
and another tuition increase.
Most students have grown accustomed to receiving the bill
from the bursar every year which requests a little bit more
than the semester before. However, a reason many of us
chose a state institution was because the cost is supposedly
less than a private one.
If voters care about the amount of money appropiated to
not only higher education but to senior citizens, mental
health and other public supported services, Issue 3 will fail. If
not, perhaps we should look in to transferring to Harvard.

Whirlpool keeps luring
kids home with laundry

A Midsummer Night's Nightmare
from the Summer of'M. Imagine, if
you will, that you are mere.

J

I'm kinds new at this reporting stuff,
so you can imagine my chagrin when
my editor assigned me the women's
locker room beat. Sensing my embarrassment, she quickly changed her
mind and said. "Okay - we haven't
heard much from the Marines in
Beirut for a few months, why don't
you go over there and get the facts
from our men in action." So off I
went, armed with the limitless expense account of the BG News, flying
across the Atlantic in a jet with "PA£
SENGER PLANE" written in twelve
foot letters on a trailer waving behnd
us. It was only then that I realized this
was no mere reporting assignment.
This was a mission to discover truth,
justice and the American Way.
Upon arrival at Beirut airport, I
was hurried through the bombed debris to an awaiting Marine escort
jeep. As we rode off, it occurred to
me, "Wow - I'm here to interview
Marines and, by God, there's two of
'em right here in this very jeep!" So I
began the questioning with the guy on
the passenger side - "Why are you
here?"
At first he gave me a look of perplexed puzzlement, as if I'd asked him
something theological or rhetorical.
Then he caught on, and his story
began to unfold. "Well, I liked the
Marine's advertising," he said, "You
know, those full-page ads and billboards with the guys walking in full
combat gear. They look so confident,
and manly, and heroic - shucks, it
made me proud to be an American."
For a second I was dazed, with the
figures of the armed services adver-

tising budget all trying to fit in my military personnel here, not to menhead at once. But I pulled myself out tion the thousands of Americans that
of it and quickly went back to the task have died here. Are they still calling
at hand. "Can you give me a little this police action?"
more detail?" I said.
A look of pity fell over his face, as if
Again the look of dumbfounded he felt sorry for me that I had not yet
question, but again, after careful re- caught on to what the real world was
flection, he went on, "It got to be my
senior year in college and I hadn't
found a major vet, so I joined the
Marines. I had always wanted to fly.
and when I saw that war-jet displayed
on our campus, the patriotic fever
began to take hold. But the thing that
really got me to sign-up was the
demonstrations."
This time I was the one caught in
question, and not quite getting the
connection, I asked, "Oh, you mean
the anti-war demonstrations in October of '83?"
He looked insulted, "Hell no man,
where've you been. I was one of the
leaders in the nationwide campus
'Might Makes Right' demonstrations.
Those unpatriotic panzy faggots who
demonstrated for peace just didn't
realize what they were saying... and
you can see where that got them."
No, I couldn't see where that had
gotten them, but I continued the interview, "But weren't you at all worried
about what Eisenhower had warned to beware of America turning into a
military-industrial complex?"
Now he almost seemed angry,
"What military-industrial complex?
I'm just doing what's right for my
country!"
Seeing that the friendly and open
spirit of the interview was beginning
to crumble, I turned my attention
toward the driver. "And you sir, why
are you here?"
He winced as a shell exploded fifty
yards from the jeep, "I'm here because the president sent us in for
police action."
"Police action!" I gasped, "In the
ten months since last August we've
committed parts of all the branches of
the armed services to Lebanon. All
tolled we now have over half a million
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Soviet action teaches in the end

In an earlier age such an incident have, after much foot-dragging, adhave to wait, though, because Ezra
would have led to a war between the mitted they did shoot down the airhas his clothes in the machine now
major powers, with allies dutifully liner.
from his trip to Brazil. Wander up and
President Reagan, in his televised
fulfilling treaty obligations and allisay hello to your mother. She'll be
ances until an unfortunate incident speech on the Korean Airline Masdelighted to see you."
sacre, demanded from the Soviets
"Sure, Dad, but call me as soon as had escalated into a global conflict.
assurance that such a tragedy would
Ezra's stuff is done, will you?"
never happen again. But It will hap"No problem. Now who could that
by Art Buchwald
pen again, unless commercial airlinbe at the door? Why it's Paul. I
ers never again enter Soviet airspace.
thought we said good-bye to you last
In 1979 a Korean airliner strayed over
month when you went off to college."
Soviet territory and was shot down by
"I just came home for the weekend
Soviet pilots. There were survivors
I wish I could say it was love of to do my laundry."
then, but it was merely a foreshadow"Don't they have laundromats at
parents, I even wish I could say it was
ing of the much larger disaster yet to
the dog or cat they left behind. I the school?"
"They do, but they won't let you put
The restraint shown by all concerned come. This most recent tragedy, then,
discovered what finally brings offspring back to their mommies and your tennis sneakers in the washer."
should be commended. By their veto was not an isolated incident, a once"That sounds like a weird school.
daddies.
power the Soviets will never allow the in-a-lifetime accident, or even a monThere isn't a child who hasn't gone Your brother Ezra is back from the
United Nations to inflict sanctions strous error in judgement by an overout in the brave new world who even- Amazon, and your sister Lucy flew up
upon it, nonetheless, in a world made zealous pilot. It was an action consisnervous by nuclear stockpiles, it is tent with the political beliefs of the
tually doesn't return to the old home- from Birmingham to do four loads. So
stead carrying a bundle of dirty you might as well stay overnight
reassuring that the United Nations Soviet government, beliefs fueled by a
because I don't think the old Whirlserves a purpose as an outlet for fear of outsiders, and a fear of a loss
clothes.
of political control by the ruling olipool will be available until sometime
bellicose passions.
"Hi Pop, I'm back."
While we may never know the whole garchy.
"It's Ezra. When did you return tomorrow."
To understand the Kremlin's ac"Why can't I put my stuff in with
from the Amazon?"
truth, the Soviet version of the incident is the airliner did not respond to tions, it is necessary to understand
"A week ago. I just stopped by to Ezra's?"
"Because his has already comwarning shots, and in any case was the political climate of the Soviet
throw my laundry in the washing
pleted the first cycle and it wouldn't
thought to be a spy plane on an Union. The Soviet Union is not a
machine.'
espionage mission for the United mirror image of the United States
"How did the jungle look from the be fair to stop it and start all over
again. You want something to eat?"
States. The truth of these claims must with a slightly different economic
interior?"
"No, 111 go out and see the guys.
"Fine, Dad. It's a terrific place.
be doubted. Only commercial airlin- system. The Kremlin does not rule by
Listen, I can't talk now. When the Here's my stuff. Tell Lucy not to get it
ers fly straight-line courses at 30-35,- the consent of the governed, it holds
000 feet, and the Boeing 747 is difficult power by terror. Political un-orthowash cycle is finished would you put mixed up with hers."
"Ill keep my eye on it, son. It's
to mistake for any other plane. To doxy is not dealt with by withdrawal
my stuff in the dryer?"
believe the Soviet version one must of matching campaign funds, it is
Of course, son. I'm mighty glad to good to have you borne. I see a car
see you. Would you like to say hello to driving up. It looks like your sister
assume both the pilots and ground dealt with by exile, imprisonment,
Rose, who has her own apartment
control were wholly ignorant of the committment to a mental hospital,
your mother?"
'Tell her 111 see her when I come across town. Why don't you go out and
nature of the target. Whether the execution. The Soviet government is
help her in with all those dirty sheets
pilots of the airliner were ever given a afraid its own people might rise up in
back to get my laundry."
"Ill do that. She was a little ner- ana pillowcases?"
chance to recover their proper course revolution against the government,
"Hi, Dad. I can't stay long. I have to
may never be known, but the Soviets and it is afraid the western world
vous about your being in the Amazon
do these sheets before my roommate
for two years."
gets back. Who's stuff is that in the
"Good-bye, Dad."
washer?"
"Who was that downstairs?"
work could have been done then.
"It was Ezra, Mother. He came
"It's Ezra's. He just got back from
two years in South America."
back to do his laundry."
Bromf laid 4th Iowa
"that's a dirty trick. He knows
"Where is he?"
Carol Heat
"He'll be back once his socks are Friday is my day to use the washer."
Klmbsjfly MaxfleM
"Maybe he forgot. He's on jet lag.
dry."
Susan
French
You want to put your stuff in the
I hear someone downstairs."
Harshman roof repair
"Ill go down and look. ...Well if it washer with Lucy's, when I put EzEditor's note: The names of thlrteeisn't Lucy from Birmingham. Why ra's in the dryer?"
has residents piqued
rtother students accompanied this letter.
"What's Lucy doing using our
didn't you write you were corning?"
It is always a great joy to return to
"I didn't know I was coming. But washer when she lives in Birmingthe hallowed halls of Bowling Green
my washer broke a week ago and the ham?"
respond
"I guess she's trying to find her to start a new year. Our return was
kids' dirty clothes kept piling up on
The BG News Editorial Page is
dampened, however, by some unforme, so I just got on an airplane to fly roots"
the campus forum for comments
tunate and avoidable incidences.
up and do them. Can I stay for a
regarding articles in The News or
Although provisions were in procouple of days? I've got four loads." Art Buchwald Is a columnist for the
important issues concerning the
"Of course you can. You're going to Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
gress to prevent water damage in the
cafeteria, a relatively light rain foiled
University and its community.
—THE BG NEWS
these efforts, causing the cafeteria to
be closed for five meals. At this point
Editor
Julia Thornton
Copy Editor
Vkhl Relnharl
Clear Views
work began.
Managing Editor
Erin Esmont
Atst. Copy Editor
Doborah Schmook
AMI. Managing Editor..Cororyn Van Schoik
Asst. Copy Editor
RHo Ferenee
Our grievances begin with the
Sport. Editor
Tom Hlsek
Editorial Editor
Joseph Gray
stench from the tar that permeated
Now. Editor
Michael D. Towto
Asst. Sports Editor
Marc Delph
the cafeteria and our rooms. Worse
Entertainment Editor
Fats Millar
Asst. "Friday" Editor
Gorold Cattanao
yet we were all rudely awakened
"Frldoy" Editor
Scott R. Carpenter
Chief Photographer
Patrick Sandor
before 7 a.m. by the sounds of happy
Student Adv. Mgr
George E. Slew Jr.
Wire Editor
Chris »ru»h
hammers and dancing drills working
Ant. Copy Editor
Mary Gibson
Production Supervisor
Robert A. Welch
diligently to the sound of country
music. The noise has increased each
— l»S«»W<.S*Mlvt..iao, rhr» s*irrtejr»jrlwtltismuJiiiilr. «<t«nd»«e^llr*irwseeiMWiwiri—i»««
What brings the kids back, once
they've left toe nest? What makes
them want to return home, after they
have declared their independence?

4

really like. He said. "When the crowd
gets out of control, you need more
police."
Timothy Thompson, a columnist and
cartoonist for the News, is a doctoral
candidate in interpersonal communications.

day they have worked on the roof
right outside our windows.
We are not displeased with the work
they are doing but what is the University's reasoning in scheduling the
work to be done when the dorm is
occupied? Considering Harshman
Quad was empty this summer, it
seems more appropriate that the

forcibly implement the prinof self-determination of peoples,
it is why it guards its borders with
divisions of troops, thousands of
tanks, and a crescent of buffer states
in eastern Europe. When the Korean
airliner was discovered to be in Soviet
airspace and beading towards a sensitive military installation, their fear
guided their actions.
By what reasoning could the Soviets
justify shooting down a commercial
airliner? For the Soviets, the security
of their borders is paramount, human
life counts for nothing. A nation that
executes millions of its own people to
achieve internal control will feel ligle
contrition at killing people it considers enemies of the ultimate triumph
of socialsim.
To see the tragedy in its proper
light, uncontaminated by Soviet disinformation and outrageous claims,
imagine how the incident would have
different if the United States had shot
down a Korean airliner over the Aleutians. Reporters from around the
world would have been at the crash
site in hours, taking pictures of every
piece of debris discovered, filming the
people finding the debris, interviewing the pilots, the parents of the pilots,
and any general that could be found.
The entire United States would have
known of the event within hours.
Instead, it was days before the Soviet
people were even told that a plane had
been shot down; no one was allowed
at the crash site; no one was allowed
to question the pilots or the nameless
Soviet official who gave the order to
shoot down the plane. The same stan-

forum
In indent Romt the Forum waa
a meeting place for the dl*cu**lon
of politic* and laamoa of the day.
The general atore In amall town*
acroaa the United Statem took on
that atmoapbere year* ago and
atOl haa It In aome locale: A
forum for the dlacuaalon of laauea
and opinion*, therefore, haa been
mat through different medium:
The Letter* column of the News
m your forum for dlacuaalng I*ease* Important to you, the University and the community. Lively
debate* have been waged bare,

dards of behavior we would apply to
ourselves we must apply to the Soviets.
How would the United States rapct
if a Soviet plane strayed into Anterican airspace and flew near a military
installation which was viewed as vital
to our national securiy? In fact, it Is a
frequent occurrence. Soviet planes
have an uncanny knack of happening
to overfly U.S. military installations
when important "secret" tests are
going on, such as while the cruise
missile was being developed. The U.S.
response has always been to escort
the plane out of the area. No Soviet
planes have been shot down; no "fishing trawlers" have been sunk. They
carry enough electronic surveilance
equipment to sink it were it really a
trawler. The Soviets simply do not
adhere to the moral standards of
behavior of the world community.
At an unacceptably high cost, some
good may come from the loss of flight
007. Perhaps there will be fewer people who will be fooled by the Soviet's
fine words and noble sentiments and
who refuse to see the gap between
what they say and what they do. And
we may have learned something of
lasting importance. There is a country which thinks little of killing 269
innocent people to protect the security
of its borders, and it has nuclear
weapons... enough to destroy all of
us... in 18 minutes.
Kenneth York, a columnist for the
News, is a third year graduate student in industrial psychology.
ranging from bitter wordplay over
sexual barraaamant to aarcaatlc
repartee about eating habit* In
McDonald dining hall.
Wo Invite you to write letter* to
the New* addreatlng whatever
concern* you. Wo want to print
your point of view. Letter* abould
be typewritten, or at leaat legibly
printed, trlple-apaced and algnad.
Try to limit your letter to 100
word* because of apaco. Becauee
all letter* must be verified, pleaae
Include your addreea ana pnone
number when you can bo reached
during regular bualneaa boon.

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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Two new physicians join Health Center staff
by Monica Orosz
stall reporter

She did her residency in
internal medicine at the
Medical Collego of Ohio in
Toledo.
Next year, Mulholland
plans to pursue a
fellowship in pulmonary
intensive care at Cleveland
Metropolitan General Hospital and working at the
University offered a
chance for short-term
medical commitment.
"The students, of
course, come and go, so
they don't care if you're
not there 10 years." she
said. She will study her
sub-specialty two to three
years, the last of which will
be research.

The Student Health Center has recently added two
physicians to Its staff because of an increase in
funding. Their appointment brings the total number of doctors at the center
to five, according to Dr.
Janet Lloyd, director of
Health Services.
Dr. Mary Beth Mulholland joined the staff last
January and Dr. E. David
Ballard was added this
summer. Llovd said.
The two will provide a
variety of physicians to
assist students with their
health needs, she added.
Mulholland is a graduate
of Purdue University at
Calumet and Indiana University Medical School.

Dr. E. David Ballard

"I WANTED to do something I was really good at,"
Mulholland said of her
choice. As for working with

students now, Mulholland
said, "I've enjoyed it."
Ballard received his undergraduate degree from
Morehouse College in Atlanta, Ga.
A native Toledoan, Ballard went to medical
school and did residency
training at the Medical
College of Ohio.
"I decided that coming
out of the residency program, I wanted to spend
time getting an idea of how
an office runs," Ballard,
27, said.
Working at the University, he said, gives him the
advantage of working in an
office setting without the
responsibilities of running
it.
A college campus also
keeps him "closer to the
young end of the spec-

trum" and since he is from
Toledo. Ballard said, "I
wanted to stay in the areaI have a lot of family and
friends in the area."
Ballard said be was impressed with Lloyd and her
plans for the center. She
seemed to be "expelling
some of the bad myths of
the Health Center," be
said.
"The bottom line is that
it will be a nice place to
visit," Ballard said. "I just
wanted to be part of that."
The regular hours of the
Health Center provide Ballard a chance to spend
time with his family. "It
gives you a chance to be a
professional person and
also a chance to be your
own person," be said.

FALCON FOOTBALL Sept, 24th
Starting Friday Sept. 16

NIGHT DONUT DELIVERY
Donuts & Rolls
delivered at Night
IS BACK! ! !
IWed thru Sun 8-1:30 a.m.

THE GETAWAY
998 S. Main
352-4162

mmt
/sun. .4

Dr. Mary Beth Mulholand

Also: Morning delivery
7 days a week
B.G.'s Oldest Donut Deliverer
order quantities in advance

NIGHT DONUT DELIVERY
IS BACK! ! !

LOCKER ROOM SPORTING GOODS

HOMECOMING SENIOR
REP. APPLICATIONS

1 FREE TACO

*******************

When You Buy Two At Reg. Price 79«
EVERY THURSDAY

j NEW LOCATION *

8

*******************

DUE TODA Y

109 N. Main
352-7197

SUB-ME-QUICK
HAPPY HOURS
5-9 p.m.

Sporting Needs!

NEW IN TOWN?

INC.
352-5161

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

ask for Susan Kurfesf

Bowling Green, OH

* PADDLES

352-1195

•all utilities included *gas heat • laundry
facilities • drapes "carpet •party & game
room •swimming pool •sauna
$270-fumished $250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

$300-fumished $280-unfurnished
plus lights

**■•■■

906 Napolean

353-9381

Klotz
Flower Farm

tCmk

*

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

/ "SUMMERGREEN"
STARTS THIS FALL

Hardy Mums, Fall Pansias,
PirtntiWi,
Complete Una of Shrubbery
and Shad. Treat.

—'-

••""■■"^•^■■■■^aBBBaaBBjaaBBpBBjiBaaaBaBjii

\9**t»*++»*~+0*«'»»*m+0*r**+0t+*»*o*»t»»m»

NEWLOVF RF.AI.TV,

3053 W Bancroft
ToMo 331 3663

Bowkig Green

"We're Good Sports"

13 bedroom units
' 11 3/4% interest
' Low Down Payment
' No Closing Points

_

♦rS\

143 E Wooeter
352-4663

• Engraving Done on Premises!

FORF MEADOWS
CONDOMINIUMS

Call

MILLER UTE ON TAP

• Special Orders Welcome!

Alternative life Sryk>

9*

(No d*Nwy on mi§ apadal)

•Everything For Your

inUAO office by 5:00 p.m.

]

BE THERE!!!!

RAIL1
B
„ I
FOR

\.

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

Daily Luncheon
Special
1/2 Sub & Chili
or

1/2 Sub & Salad
$1.95

M

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease
*o*o*o+o*o*o*o*o*ot

CONTACT
LENSES
SALE
ON EXTENDED WEAR CONTACT LENSES
Bring in your soft lenses
and trade up to extended
wear lenses and receive

W

W

H

.Hi

W

n.a».

OFFER GOOO THRU 10/15/83

Burlinqton
Optical INC

PAGLIAPS
PIZZA
EAST-440 E. WOOSTER

352-1596
SOUTH-945 S. MAIN

LASAGNA DINNER
OFF

(does not include steak, Duper or BBQ Beef)
(R. Beef, Ital. Saus and all Italian-15' extra)

11:00 a.m. -7:00 p.m.

Stye JfrotrJ? Knot

$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilities included separate bedroom

**""

510 E. Wooster
352-4497/352-9814

109 S. Main
352-3148

$1.50

■ftWMI

- —
• 77 1113

Wl? ?O20

THIS SPECIAL DELIVERED ON
CAMPUS ONLY.DINE-IN OR PICK-UP

ftawemeW; We ao*» our bom frth doHy!

:
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-dateline
Payment- The deadline for
the third payment on the
University's installment
payment plan is at 5 p.m.
today in the Bursar's Office.
Homecoming- Today is the
deadline for seniors hoping
to be crowned Senior
Homecoming Representative on Oct. 8 to place an
ation with fhe UAO
Ice. Applications will be

September 15 1983

accepted until S p.m.
Plant Sale- UAO is holding
a plant sale today and tomorrow in the Promenade
Lounge on the second floor
of the Union. Hours are 10
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events.
Submissions by all organizations are welcome and
must, be turned in typed

and double spaced one
week prior to the scheduled event Please include
a contact name and number where we can verify
the information. The News
reserves the right to refuse
any material submitted for
publication. Send information to: Dateline, 106 University Hall.

Intramural sports popular
by Mike Farine
ond Doug Gurnlck

Staying in shape has become a priority for many
University students.
According to a recent survey, 60 percent of all men
and 40 percent of all

women at the University
will participate in at least
one Intramural sport this
year.
' 'Student enthusiasm has
helped to make the program a success," Maurice
Sandy, director of the
men's program, said.

1^% MYLES PIZZA PUB 516 E. Wooster
Mon.-Tues. 11:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.
HOURS: Wed.-Sat. 11:00 A.M. - 3:00 A.M.
Sunday Noon - 2:00 A.M.
LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY

40* OFF
Any Large

SUB

ONE COUPON PER ORDER
EXPIRES 10/15/83

I
I
I
I

75*
OFF
Any 14"
(1) Item Or More

PIZZA
ONE COUPON PER ORDER
EXPIRES 10/15/83

campus/local—

352-1504
FREE DELIVERY

1.25
OFF
Any 16"
(1) Item Or More

PIZZA
ONE COUPON PER ORDER
EXPIRES 10/15/83

Sandy, a former track
and basketball coach at
Maple Heights High School
in Cleveland, has been with
the University's intramural program for 21 years.
During that time, he has
seen many changes on
campus.
One such change was the
conversion from quarters
to semesters. ''During
quarters, spring was by far
the most popular season
(for intramural sports),"
Sandy said. "Today, fall is
tops, with 11 sports going
on."
Intramural sports range
from the all-popular
Softball to curling. The
conversion to semesters

has shortened the Softball
season, but there are still
over 400 teams that participate each year. The major
sport is football now, with
over 120 teams competing,
Sandy added.
DUE TO the great participation in the games,
some teams in many
sports find themselves put
on what is called a standby list, he said.
Many students cannot
understand the stand-by
list but there is not much
the University can do
about it, Sandy said. However, many entries are
forced to wait around and
see if any teams decide to

drop out.
Students who cannot participate in the games may
officiate. Each year, over
200 students are hired to
officiate, he said. Before
officiating, students must
go through a supervised
clinic to learn the fundamental rules of their particular sport, Sandy said,
adding the officials are
paid for their participation
in the program.
like an athlete stay
sharp, Sandy and his I
do the same. Annually, a
Mid-American Conference
meeting is held to discuss
intramural policies.

Campus, community
celebrate with parade
Trlsh Cleory
reporter

Homecoming '83 will be
tradition with a twist.
This year when students
come out to view their first
University homecoming
parade Oct. 8, they'll be
watching it with town residents who'll be seeing their
first (and only) sesquicentenial parade.
"It's the first time the
whole campus and community has gotten together
with a universal theme."
Joe Girlach from Interfratemity Council, a co-organizer of the event with the
Panhellenic Council, said.
/It'll probably be the
biggest parade in the

county, if not the state,"
Girlach said.
There are 15 University
floats entered, along with
several cars and marching
units, but there will be no
horses.
"The sanitation department won't let us
ve
horses," Girlach said
The town will also have
several entries. They include the Bowling Green
High School Band, church,
youth and civic groups.
Jenny Miller, freshman
and chairman of the float
commitee for Founders
Quadrangle, is very excited about the event.
"Everybody I talk to is
enthusiastic about this,"
Miller said. "People even

stop in the halls to talk
about the float"
The town's 150th birthday celebration starts Oct.
1. The University's Homecoming festivities begin
Oct. 7. The entire Bowling
Green community joins together during Saturday's
parade.
The parade starts at
10:30 a.m. with the Falcon
Marching Band leading it
from college field to Main
Street, then down Wooster
Street. It ends at the stadium, right before the football game against the
University of Toledo begins.
The other Homecoming
events include a snake
dance, pep rally and bonfire.

TALENT SHOW
RUSH

Hi

.

TONIGHT 7:30 p.m.
Featured Sororities
• Alpha Gamma Delta
• Alpha Phi
• Delta Gamma
• Alpha Delta Pi

• Gamma Phi Beta
• Chi Omega
• Phi Mu
• Delta Zeta

»
»

NOW OPEN SUNDAY

II A.M. - 2 A.M.
HAPPY HOURS
4-6 P.M. & 10-11 P.M.
9 *A9 *A9 *A9 *A9 *A8 *A9 *A6 *A6 *A8 *A9 *A9 *A8 *A8 +A9 *A9 *A9

Phi Delta Theta

RUSH
September 15th

• B.G's Finest!

September 20th

Dogs-n-Chips

September 22nd

MEXICAN NIGHT!

All dates are at the same time,
7:30- 9:00 p.m.
At 507 E. Merry St.

I
£
%

I

%

♦
* *A9 +A9 »A9 *AG *A9 4>A9 *A6 4>A6 4>A9 *AG 4>A9 *A8 +A8 *A9 *A9 ♦AU ~
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES

*GET PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN YOUR FIELD OF INTEREST
•ENHANCE YOUR EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
•EARN ACADEMIC CREDIT (subject to departmental approval)
•EARN MONEY WHILE LEARNING ON THE JOB
INTERESTED STUDENTS SHOULD APPLY NOW FOR THESE AVAILABLE POSITIONS:

i.
EMPLOYE* Wanewaler lnia pu„,
nwihtft Tini
■uMiitii
QUAUIKATIONS: Eavtronmrnial auaata or ladustrlal/Eavu. Tech. majon able to work at laaat 4 boars per

any.
PAV HATE; 14 OS/hoar

EMPLOYER: CknanaH Ana Caapa
POSITION: Tcacbmf and Naturalist Co-opa
QUAUFrCA TIONS: Sopk'l. Jr't majorm. in education.
axial Madtei, biology ot chemitiry
PAT KATE: STS/afc. phta room and board
START DATE: Sprint Seraestet

EMPLOTER: Mclrormrki Sturm
POSITION: NMuralia
QUAUIICATIONS: 111. Sri majorini I
Eavvroenaaauu StitdMi
PAT RATE: SlSS/hr
START DATE: Sarkat Saaaaaar

4.

s.

EMPLOYER: Cleveland Accoununi Firra
POSITION: Accounlint Co-opt
QUAUrtCATION: Statoti akh at lean 1.0 OPA',
Maa hart completed oar count la eudain.

EMPLOTER: Chloral. Patmilamml Caatar
POSITION: Coataralat Productioa. Food Production,
Maaa Ca-apa
gUAUnCATIONS: Slue... majorm! it
ckanaaaat.rtaai.rini mannaimiBI aad on
PAY lAHl LnW.OO/wk • 111' 00 Wl
START DATE SC.HU, Semester

PAT RATE: II 100/taonlh
START DATE: Sprint Semearr

ST AIT DATE: Sprkal Sxnif

6.

7.

8.

EMPLOYER: Bowaat Green Heakh Fnalky
KMtTION: Translator
OUI-AiriCATlONK: Student mua be btknraaj (En-

EMPLOYER: Maaa'acliman Plan
POSITION: MIS Coop
OUAUFKATKWS: Soph ot jr. MIS maiori
PATRATE:SI.I0O/»»k
START DATE Sprint Sakakat

EMPLOYER: Fokral A*tac>
l^nSrnOII: (I) Maaa. Anal,« (2) Sladcnl Trainee.

*I1|
lllll
PAT RATE: SllS/ht.
START DATE:

10.

Rajoorcai Maaa Sladaat Trakm
QlIALIFICATtONS:
Undertiadiiale or gradualc tfudenti with 1.0 GPA'l
atatonat in bualaaaa napni pubfcc adaUn, torial teknee

EMPLOYER: AmherH Ohio CorpotMion
POSITION: Applicaliona Programmer
QUALIFICATIONS: Ir. St. Gtad Sludeau. I
1.4 GPA. aad I count m Cobol.
PAT RATE: II.OOO-Sl.aOO/moMh
START DATE: Sprint Semester

EMPLOYER: AjahciM Oato Cotporatwn
POamON: irraaailnt Co-op
QUAlanCATMN: It. accooatiai ot llaaaot ma|on
with 1.4 OPA
PAY RATE SI.000.SI.400/moaih
START DATE Spria| Semaater

PAY RATE: 11.000/atoath plat
START DATE: December 26th

11.

12.

13.

14.

CVvrtend Nrwipape
PO«nON: Rrporten. Ptiotofrapram. Copy EdMon
QUAUF1CAT10MS: Jouraakw nudemi 'armluv with
mrcoa pnmtora (ponfokoc rcq«*«d for tMcntewi)
PAV RATE: Mtt.OO/wk.
START DAT* SMMM*

EMPLOVEI: Ftmily Enicnaiiunent Cenict (Flotilla)
POSmOfH: PuN.c Rekuiom. MMftnAlh|| BeK-uruK

EMPLOYUI: Dayton Air Force Raw

EMPLOYER: ToWo TV. Station
POSITION: Reporter (New* DMkoal
QtAUnOATrOf*: J,. „ St. akh 2.5 OPA Moat ha
aMe 10 work 40 houn per week (or the 10-12 wee*
Miramet protram.
PAY RATE II 15/nr
START DATE: Soaaarr

QtlAUHCATIONS: Sof-hi ind J.i nujortm m public
rtiwitMu. rc(Hlin«. nM/hciiiifl. popular culture-. HPER.
RTVF. IPCO. or rtaUivaM
PAV RATE: MOtVhc
STA1T DATE: S*mna or Fall §4

POSITION: Compulet Srieaee Co-ope
QUALIFICATIONS. Sopk'l lad Ir't ma|orln| la Com.
pmer Scaraor or MIS wnh 2.5 OPA. Mutt compieic at
leak 2 aaugnmeatt. Dayton area reudeiHt only
PAY RATE: U.dtVkr.
START DATE Sprint Semraer

M

17.

18.

19.

EMPLOYER: Toledo Am Hoepkal
POSITION: AadM Visual Comiaurueatioa Coop
OUAUriCATIONS: RTVF. To*, ot Photojoumslitm
aadial. MIM have eipenence with photogtipriy and
II 1 *H*J
PAT KATE: HMO for 14 weeks
START DATE: ASAP

IMillHIR Dayton Area Maaufacturer
POSITION: Aocoantint Co-op
QUAUrrCATIONS: Soph, ot Jr. 100001.111 major with
■I leak 1 1 0 GPA

EMPLOYER: Northwest Ohio Manufacturer
POSITION: Computer -Science Co-op
QUALIFSCATrONS: Jr majonnt in C S Mull hive had
Fortim * Aaxmbkr aad |ood interpersonal commuruci.
Horoikilk

EMPLOYER: CohonbiM Firm
POSITION: Compute. Sneace Coop
QUAUFrCATrONS: 2 or I Coaaxter Scar,
Man have ajaajMaT.
PAV RATE: 15 501' 00/hr
START DATE: Summer 'S4

PAV RATE SI 00/hr
START DATE May U

5T

21.

V *
Mum Marvlaad Naeiear A Sokd Suu Laboratory
POSITION: Computer S*»cnce/phyna Co-op

QUAUnCATIOM: SoeaVvnorrs ul Junron wkh 2.0

Of*
PAT MATE: •and oa education aad esperieaee
ST A«T DATE: SprfcaJ «4

23.

EMFLOVEX: Warrca Manufacqtftr« 1-arta
POSITION: Accounting
'
OUAUriCATIONS: Soptenaom, Juiuon, and Scnion
with ).0 GPA
PAV RATE: S64.00/day
START DATE: Spring Scmatct

27.

26
EMPLOYER: Akroa Rubber. Chraucal Manufnctuier
POSITION: ■illllii Sdmlfic PropIIKIXI
QUAUTICATIOM: Soph. Jr. C.S Major akh JO
OPA. mast hav< coecj aad aaa, do auHipfc aaabjnmctiis
PAT RATE II145 1524/moatr,
START DATE Sprna

31.
ooafcal —
aliialkm sklSe
PAT 1*111 15 IS'hr ■
STA1TT DATE Fal TJ

POSaTION PENDING

EMPLOYER: Fmdlay Rubber Pioducti Manufacturer
PUalllOH;A«iaaaia«.C»api«nSaaacaaadProoif«qUALaTICATIOm: 1.0 OPA
PAT RATE CoawalkM
IT AIT DATE: Sprta. and Summer 44

POcWTTON: Student Research
QtALITM ATJONS: J,. St aocoomiat majon, Dayto
4n» RiHI
oaJ> 10 overall GPA, J.s m mux
PAV RAITcIO OO-U OOVhr

OUAUTKATtONS: Stadeat must have omtmtttad one
letnemeroUr year ISoence majorl
PAV RATE: Stipend md/or room t hoard

START DATE Sprta.Srme.er

START DATE Summer S4

PAV RATE rOtVhr.
START DATE Sonnt and Summet 'M

Urn.
OmUnUb Una Near Tort Photo [Vveloprt
rs-aimrN: Cn^alii Seteace Coop
QUAUPICATIONS: Sophs. Jn. Sn. or Graoume
Stadeats akh IS OPA Man do 1 aReraatiom
PAV RATE: S12J-SM! . a«t Apemata, on rear »

■■Ml
IT ART DATE Spri* U

25.
EMPLOYER: DetroM rmlliihiiij l~
Pt*STnQa|:P Hill tCoop

VAiMKAJWIm: Eat . Joan. .
»>»*» akRk J»!S wpm 2.SS OPA
PAY RATE: I4.S2/V.
START DATE Sarkaj aad Summer

3*.

ERaPLOYER: Federal Aarncy Cleveland
POSITION: Labor Manaacrhent Reuwioni Euminer
QUALiriCATIONS: I. »me.ter Jr.. bae Soph with
10 OPA. StatSeatl majortat it Sui. Indaat ReJatkmi,
PtnWoal Science. EorsaoaatJ ot PreJ...
PAV RATE Varan armiakaj to dan aindina
START DATE Spr.ni

EMPLOYER: Dayton Electronsc Eouipmem ManufacIwar
POSITIONS: Plachaant Coop
QIIAIJFICATIONS: Jn. majortral in procoremeM wkh
1.0 GPA
PAY RATE la 00/hr

START DATE:Summer 'S4

34.

EMPLOYER: cohaabui. CVrrelaad. Toledo Federal
Aaaar,
POSITION: Clakai Rrpresentilive
QUALIFICATIONS: Jr. liberal mi majorl akh 2 5
OPA
PAV RATE S5 52/hr
START DATE Spria..

EMPLOYER: FoSeral Statikical Aamrr
POSITION: Computer Protrammer
QUAUFrCATTONS: Soph. CS. or MIS mayor wkh 2.S
OPA
PAY RATE: M.OO-H.IRVW.
START DATE Spnat. Stammer 'SI

OIPLOYER: HOMacwafc DntnbutcPOBITION: SaW
OIJAUnCATTONS: SivrdnM rnajonng in mail uk. or
IPCO with nrong imertm in lalci
FAT HAIL: f emamlmmmOmX, >Of»-T tip*lsv«* covvM
START DATE; Fai ■ 1)

35.
EMPLOYER: Advert ran. Co
POaaTrON: AdvenisiraJ Coop
OUAUriCATIONS: Stadetn aajorrn. i
'-'■■—■' m dmkja —I r~*. v^rt
PAV RATE SI 15/V
START DATE: Spria.

39.

38.

POrVTtON PEN DING

EMPLOYER: Canton Rankia. Equipment Manufacturer
POSITION: Tachaical Wrkar
QUAUFICATIONS: Jr. Sr. or Graduate Studenti nut
have kroat wrilint ikilli

PAY RATE MJS/kr
tTART DATE ASAP

EMPLOYER: Mltarvn Research Lab

33

■MPLOYER: Waahingio" HIMC-TKBI lutriuttoa
Traaaac
POSITION: HiHory. toooaogy. arti mwvaawmctK nu)oi
PAV RATE: Varita
START DATE: Sprmg. Sunnrr 14

37.

24.

l^nSPTjriT» Oaaaaa CPA rna

28.

EMPLOYEE: FinoTay Prsroleum Ptodocu Maaufactum
POSITION: Accowntint
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore accountinf mijot with
1.0 mkkoium OPA. prefer 1.5
PAY RATE SI.000/month
START DATE- Summer

32.

EMPLOYER Eladroak Equip.
POSITION: Sals Trataat
OTJAUnCATTONS: Jr.. St. «*■, and anas major.

*» .

PAY RATE SS7.SU/dar
START DATE: Sprint Setkeker

EMPLOYER: Reatatirant CTtatn
POBITON: Mamt Traiaat
OaiALITrCATIONS: Jr. V

EalPLOYER: FindUy Petroleum Product! Manufacturer
POSITION: Computer Science
OUAUriCATIONS Compute! Science major. 15 mini
■am OPA
PAYRATESI.OOO/moath

START DATE

UIPLOVER: Dayton ElmroriK Data ProotaiWg MartMfactuier
POSITION: CotapuifT Sacacc
OAlAUnCATtONS: StucttM e-Nanac Sr. year irs^oriraa
m busuiwai with 15 hr» 1a Coaapuin Sana or a
Coatputn SOOKC taajor. Mval havr coaaptsfiad c«*ol tmd
llama 1.0 OPA.
PAV RATE: Ccmpttive

tMTUrm Fa*rral Staiaatto. AJ^-TY
poimof*: M«h co-op
r^ALaTWTAnrjNR: Sopfc. ruta aaa-x wMh 2 5 GPA
PAV BATE: U «OI4 ao/W
aTART MTRj taria^ SoHMar M

42.

41.
EMPLOYER: Faaaral Si.wt.sl Aarncy
rw»mON: Geatraphy Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Soph. Geofraphy major wkh 2.5
OPA
PAY RATE S4.OM4.00/hr
START DATE Spria.. Summet S4

EMPLOYER: Mayor Am Chfmm<om la Tolaa*.
Dalroa. Dayton A (Iceland
POaTTtON: Ant Manairmenl IMernshtps in Pubhc
kvwwiw Accounlint. Manaternenl, Joumaliim and
FaadRabvaaj
START DATE Pan TVmr or Fall Time Fall II or Spria.

at

audenll should see Oliver Chamberlain. 101'
Am Center. Phone 172-2ISI.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION,
IT COULD BE ONE OF THE SMARTEST
MOVES YOU'LL EVER MAKE
Interested students are urged to attend the Information meatlnrj:

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
222 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
372-2451

September 15
7:30 P.M.
113B.A. Bldg.
The Cooperative Education Program staff will be available to
explain the advantages and specifications of the program and
the available positions.
If you are unable to attend the meeting. Call or Stop By
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Group continues sit-in Invalid '21'signatures?
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A group
tryiiu to place a measure raising
Ohio's beer-drinking age on the Nov. 8
ballot yesterday challenged the invalidation of 14,000 petition signatures by
local election officials.
Chairman Duane Somerville of the
Coalition for 21 said he was optimistic
the nine county boards of election
involved, upon reconsideration, would
find valid thousands of signatures
that were originally disallowed.
The coalition has fallen about 21,000
signatures short of the number
needed to qualify Issue 1 for the
ballot It is now trying to collect the
extra names needed.
Somerville said the election boards

had contended about 5,550 signatures
were either illegible or not genuine.
"We believe that in the case of
signatures that are hard to read, the
boards have an obligation to check
them against registration cards, if the
address can be made out," Somerville
said.
"IN MANY instances the so-called
'not genuine' signatures involve a
difference of form, such as 'Bob
Smith' instead of 'Robert Smith," he
said.
"Another 5,500 signatures were
dumped simply because the petition
circulator's count and the board's
count differed. To me it's clearly

=»^

1084
S. Main

Perfect
Touch

352-2812

LASTS SO LONG PERMS
>NLY $25 reg. $35 haircut included
Now til Sept 30 with this ad

Style Cuts Reg. $6.50
ASK for Delia or Jaekl

wrong to toss out 90 signatures Just
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio (AP) - A
because the circulator counted 49," handful of people continued a sit-in at
Springfield City Hall yesterday
Somerville said.
Counties in which the coalition filed asking officials to investigate police
letters of protest with the boards of procedures and alleged brutality.
A group of about 20 people
election and the approximate number
le, mostly
of signature invalidations being chal- black,
DUCK, began
oegan me
the peaceful protest
rotest
Tuesday night, representing the Nalenged:
Cuyahoga, 4,000; Lucas, 2,250; tional Association for the AdvanceLake, 1,500; Franklin, 1,400; Butler, ment of Colored People, the Citizens
1,300; Stark, 1,000; Hamilton, 940; for Progressive Action, the Metro
Ministry and the Martin Luther King
Summit, 850; and Lorain, 790.
The coalition said boards have Jr. Foundation.
"The commissioners have the authree working days to respond after a
thority to order us to leave the premletter of protest is filed.
Issue 1 is a proposed constitutional ises, but we will stay." leaflets said
amendment that would raise the beer which the group distributed to people
drinking age from 19 to 21.
entering a scheduled Tuesday meet-

ELGIN, Ohio (AP) Murder indictments resulting from more than a year
of investigation by postal
inspector Thomas Strausbaugh has made him a
hero to some village residents, still mourning the
brutal stabbing of their
postmistress in August
1982.
"I think he's done a
great job. He really stuck
with it," Amy Baker, a
close friend of Betty Jane
Mottinger and a co-worker
in the one-room post office
in the west central Ohio
farming community, said.
Strausbaugh was far
from alone in the investi-

$5.00
don

CARNATIONS
'mSSn ROSES $6.00
MYLES' FLOWERS
D.Q. Bldg. Fc. RR. Tracks
E. Wooster

l

DELICATESSEN* |
WINE SHOP

l>*

SPRINGFIELD police said yesterday afternoon protesters who remained in City Hall overnight were
peaceful and no arrests were made.
The protesters said they were modeling their sit-in on the peaceful protests of Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Mahatma Gandhi.
The NAACP and other groups are
asking Springfield to appoint a sevenmember, blue-ribbon committee to
review police procedures, regulations

and other police operations. They also
demand the citizens' committee be
given "the financial resources and
authority it may determine it needs to
hire whatever consultants and experts in police procedures necessary."
Several citizens spoke to commissioners Tuesday night about alleged
incidents of police brutality, from
false arrest to use of unnecessary
force, and the commissioners quietly
left the demonstrators waiting in City
Hall after the meeting.
Mayor Roger Baker said the commissioners would take the demands
under advisement but couldn't immediately respond to them.

Murder solved; Elgin man made hero

Cash & Carry Specials

fancy

ing of the Springfield City Commission. "Should they call the police, we
will not resist being arrested and will
continue to wait in jail."

gation that began the night
of Aug. 9, 1982. He said
more than 17,000 manhours from a team of up to
47 postal investigators
checked out leads in the
case. More than 3,000 people in 37 states were interviewed, and 22 unrelated
arrests were made, he
said.
A special Van Wert
County grand jury on Tuesday returned aggravatedmurder indictments with
death penalty specifications against two men.
both previously convicted
of murder.
Strausbaugh disputed
the notion that postal inspectors earned the phrase

-8=

applied to the Canadian
Royal Mounted Police,
who are said to "always
get their man."
"IT'S A LITTLE warm
down here to feel like a
Canadian Mountie,"
Strausbaugh said. "If
there's one preventative
message to come from
this, if s that if someone
does this at another post
office, there will be someone working on it," he said.
In addition to aggravated murder, DeEney
Gibson Jr. of Hyden, Ky..
and John George Spirko of
Swanton, Ohio, were
charged with kidnapping
Mottinger.
Her body was found last

Sept. 19 along the Blanchard River near Findlay,
about 50 miles from Elgin.
She had been stabbed to
death, and her body was
wrapped in a paint-splattered theater curtain.
Van Wert County Prosecutor Stephen Keister
said Spirko would be arraigned on the charges
within 10 days. Gibson is a
fugitive, and a federal warrant for unlawful flight to
avoid prosecution is pending against him stemming from an unrelated
case in Kentucky, Assistant U.S. Attorney Pat Foley said
Strausbaugh said Gibson
is a federal fugitive but
declined comment on reports that Gibson had escaped last month from

INVITATION
TOWN HALL MEETING

H Mantel
Wood II Heath
County ■iSoord
CommunKu

TIME:

7:3

PURPOSE:

ling a 73-year-old Covington woman' before
burglarizing her house
July 3,1989.
Foley said the Department of Justice has a policy against bringing
federal charges in a case
where state charges are
filed, but exceptions are
made.
"We're basically going
to see how the state prosecution goes," Foley said.
"I wouldn't want to say
(federal charges) are a
backstop, but it's a possibility. We felt in this case
the state court was the
best. Baker said the length
of the postal investigation
discouraged many residents.

Registration drive at malls

m

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Secretary of State Sherrod Brown announced yesterday a voter registration
drive this weekend at enclosed shopping malls
around the state.
The Friday through Sunday effort is being funded
and staffed by the Ohio
League of Women Voters,
the Ohio Council of Retail
Merchants and the Byer &
Bowman Ad Agency of Columbus.
"There will be no cost to

° P- - Monday

September 19, 1983
PLACE:

Clay County Jail in Manchester, Ky. Officials there
said a man named Delaney
Gibson broke out of the jail
Aug. 7.
KEISTER REITERATED yesterday he would
seek the death penalty for
both men in the case, citing
their previous murder convictions as the reason.
There is no federal death
penalty statute.
The indictment asking
for the deathpenalty listed
Gibson's 1973 conviction
for voluntary manslaughter and a 1961 murder conviction in Leslie County,
Ky.
Spirko's indictment said
he nad been convicted in
1970 of a "willful murder"
in Kenton County. Ky. He
was convicted of strang-

Wood

County Public library
251 North Main Street
Bowling Green. Oh

The "648 Board" invites you to present your
suggestions for future planning of needed
mental health services.
Wood Cojnly fcommunity Mental Health Board
735 Hoskins Rood
Bowling Green. Oh 43402
(419) 352-8475

the state." Brown told a
news conference, adding
the event is non-partisan
"and an ongoing part of
our registration drive."
In addition to the shopping malls, the program
also includes the placement of voter registration
applications in convenience stores around Ohio.
They will enable voters to
register by mail.
Brown said while the
shopping mall effort will
end Sunday, the mail applications will continue to be
available at convenience
stores until Oct. 11, the cutoff date for registering to

vote in the NOV. 8 election.
Crete hen Den ton, president of the League of
Women Voters, said her
group is supplying about
500 volunteers who will
work at 40 shopping malls
around the state.
John Mahaney, president of the merchants'
group, sakL "We have all
planned this together.
Store and mall managers,
league members, the secretary of state and the ad
agency have all made the
extra effort required to
provide an opportunity for
Ohioans to get registered
to vote."

TAKE OUT
SANDWICHES

the "GRINDER" sub sandwich, our most famous, a full pound!
PoUh ham. kosher salami, onion cheese, provolone. lettuce, tomato
pickle, mustard, oil and vinegar dressing
$2.98

^5* OFF
MEDIUM
ITEM
PIZZA

10

w

CO

the "KAISER SPECIAL" a combination of imported Polish ham.
white turkey breast. Wisconsin swiss. mustard, mayo, lettuce on a
crisp Kaiser roll

to

$2.59

CO

"NEW" the "HOT OVEN GRINDER" «ub sandwich. Italian
style Genoa salami, provolone cheese, pepperonl. mozzarella cheese.
peperondni peppers and spaghetti sauce on French bread
240UNCES!

S3.29

the "CHICAGO ROAST BEEF BUN" top round roast beef on
a tangy onion bun with sharp cheddar cheese, lettuce, mustard, mayo,
deli dressing
$2.59
the "WARZY RUEBEN" Chicago corned beef on Jewish rye with
sauerkraut, swiss cheese and special mustard
$2.59

COUPON'

OTHER SANDWICHES made to your order.
Turkey Breast

$199

Corned Beef

$2.29

Braunschweiger
Brisket Pastrami
Wariy'a Ham Salad
Roast Beef

$1.69
$2.29
$1.59
$2.29

Polish Ham

$1.99

Salami (7 choices)

$199

Roast Pork
Liver Pate
Barbeque Beef
Wariy'a Chicken Salad

$1.99
$1.79
$1.59
$1.79

FALL DANSKIN SPECIAL

CO

Now thru Sept 24th

Kaiser bun. Jewish rye. onion bun, white

Entire Stock

SALADS. SNACKS. BEER. COFFEE. WINE. SODA.
DESSERTS. CHEESES. FRUIT. CANDIES.

3400 Glaadalc at Byre.
Southland S.op.laa Caster

*

•
•
•
•
•

10M North Mala
Bowllag Gceea

352-8434

382-5656

VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS • MASTERCARD

Leotards
Tights
Trunks
Legwarmers
Swimsuits, etc.

.

c

50 off

THE POWDER PUFF

9/30/83
any one of our great sandwiches!

50'

50*

525 Ridge St.
1st Block West of Mac Dorms
W

M

i W

W

W

H

H

C(

to
lO

50'WARZY'S DELICATESSEN 50*
one per sandwich
offer expires

$1.00 OFF1
LARGE
1 ITEM
PIZZA
to

Tomato -10'
Onion -10'
EXTRAS:
Cheeses - 20'
Lettuce. Mayo. Mustard. Pickles. Horseradish

family owned and operated tlnce 1962 •

to

M

M

$1.50 OFR
X-LARGE
1 ITEM
PIZZA
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To get ahead, you've got to push
the right buttons.
An investment that will never
haunt you.
The HP-12C is a small investment that
pays big dividends. Today, with the grades
you'll get and the time you'll save. And
later on, when you're concerned with that
all-important bottom line. Simply put, the
HP-12C is the most powerful financial
calculator made since man learned the
difference between profit and loss.

It knows how to pinch a penny.
The HP-12C has built-in functions
which know the business: the business of
dollars and cents. A unique logic system
gives you reliable answers fast. It's dependable, powerful, and best of all, the HP-12C
will never need a Christmas bonus. That's
enough to put a smile on the face of the
most demanding businessman.
So go ahead. Get ahead. Get there

Check your campus bookstore or any of tin following dealers:
OHIO
Toledo
Best Products Co
3222 Secor Rd
(419) 531-9721
MICHIGAN
Aim Aitoor
Ulrich's BBM
4800 € Huron River Dr
(313) 973-3594

Ulrich's Electronics
1110 South University Ave
(313) 662-3201
University Cellar
North Campus
North Campus Commons,
2101 Bonisteel Dr
(313) 944-9012
University Cellar, Inc
341 E Liberty
(313) 769-7940

Birmingham
Retail Computer Center
394 S Hunter Blvd
(313) 644-4820
Dearborn
Adray Appl. & Photo Center
20219 Carlysie
(313) 274-9500
Garden City
Retail Computer Center, Inc
28251 Ford Rd
(313) 422-2570

Highland Park
Silver's
16350 Woodward Ave
(313) 8834410
Novi
Service Merchandise Co, Inc
43635 West Oaks Dr
(313) 348-8970
Oakpark
Matter horn
13270 Capitol
(313) 543-1236

with the HP-12C by Hewlett-Packard.
For the authorized HP dealer or HP
sales office nearest you, call TOLL-FREE
800-547-3400 and ask for operator #11
M-F, 6 a.m.-6p.m. Pacific Time.
Personal computers and calculators
for professionals on the move.

m

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Southfktld
Silver's
28800 Telegraph Rd
Tel-Twelve Mall
(313) 356-2000
Southgate
Service Merchandise Co, Inc
13851 Eureka Rd
(313) 281-0160
Starling Heights
Service Merchandise Co, Inc
Clinton Valley Mall
(313) 254-2200

FQ02311
•0

Wast Bloomflaid
Retail Compute Center, Inc
4381 Orchard Lake Rd
(313) 8554220
Waslland
Service Merchandise Co, Inc
Westland Shopping Center

(313)5256600
YpsHantl
Best Products Co, Inc
3150 Carpenter Rd
(313) 973-9590

nn0t*9+» »
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sports

Shutt is enjoying new position as SID
by Jean Dlmeo
sports reporter

HK telephone rings constantly day and night, every day of the week in Steve Shutt's office in the upper
level of Doyt L. Perry Stadium. And
bis desk is a cluttered mass of notes,

brochures and statistics, ready for the
media requesting information on
Bowling Green sports.
As the new acting sports information director, Shutt handles media
relations for all BG teams, writes all
press releases, and designs game
programs and team brochures.

YOU'RE
COUPON

LIVING
PROOF
FREE COPIES THAT
354-3977
S'/z x 11 whit* only
BG
Good with this coupon / offer expires •> M-M
L=
= J NEWS
ADS
ARE

10

325 E. Wooitxr St.
(Across From Taco Belli

HOWARD'S^*

READ!

"I'm the guy who has to schedule
television appearances for Coach
(Denny) Stolz when three TV stations
call asking for interviews at the same
time," Shutt said.
Shutt, a 1980 University graduate,
returned to his alma mater last year
as assistant SID under the direction of
Alan Chamberlin.
And when Chamberlin was appointed SID for the Mid-American
Conference this summer, Shutt was
there to fill his shoes.
SHUTT WAS informed of his new
position in mid-August, and now only
one year after his return to BG, Shutt
has fulfilled a dream.
"I always dreamed about being an
SID," Shutt said. "I was just lucky
because I was in the right place at the
right time."
His position is challenging, but the
duties are not new to Shutt. He spent
two years as SID at Indian River
Community College in Fort Pierce,
Fla. and developed a sports promotions program that was judged as the
best in the nation for a junior college.
He also he received nine awards Tor
his publications.
"DURING THE I was there, attendence at basketball games increased
by 4^0 percent and the teams began

PuraR!
Bikeskop *'■
131W.WoosterSt.

2tC%7Kac« HOe»ue*
*m

M

£

making money," he said. "A lot was
attributed to my program.''
Shutt began to look for positions at
other colleges and universities, when
he found he was not getting the deserved recognition.
"I was being overlooked because I
was at a junior college. I decided I'd
have to find a position at a Division I
school to get ahead," he said.
"I'd never have thought I would be
in this position a year ago. It was a
step-up for Allan (Chamberlin) and a
step up for me," Shutt said.
As an undergraduate, Shutt worked
as a sports information assistant for
three years and was named acting
SID for one month in his senior year
when the SID suddenly resigned.
Chamberlin was appointed SID during fall of that year.
''I really think it is ironic that I was
SID before and after Chamberlin ,"
he said.

txj news/Pnlnck Sandcx
New sports information director Steve Shut! stands outside his
office at Doyt L. Perry Field.

about sports information, but that with the teams can be the most exciting and tiring part of the position.
was youth talking, " he said.
As a journalism major, Shutt
"It's a lot of hard work, but I thrive
learned the principles of public relations in the classroom and received 70 on it," he said. "I haven't been getting
percent of his practical experience at home before 10 (p.m.) every night
since Sept. 1, but the longer hours
the sports information office.
don't bother me yet. I just enjoy my
ACCORDING TO Shutt, traveling work," Shutt said.

SHUTT APPLIED to every professional basketball and football team in
the country in his senior year, hoping
to land a job in a public relations
department, but received rejection
letters from every team.
"I was really cocky then. I thought
I knew everything there was to know

Club water polo team begins practice
Anyone interested in
participating on the 1983
Club Water Polo team
should report to Cooper
Pool Monday through

Thursday 8:30-10:00 p.m.
The team will be playing
other universities from
Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,
and Pennsylvania. Prac-

tice starts immediately.

Phone 352-6264
M

There will be a raquetball-a-thon this Saturday

DANCING TELEGRAMS
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Diamond
Productions.

.0

SUZANNES BOLTS OF
COLOR

SEPT. 24
v::::-:-:-:*:-:-:*:*:*:*:*^

Our professional male dancers are also
available for your birthday or bachelorette party.
We'll dance anytime/anywhere
354-2263
865-7458
Body-building Student Price
perms
$30 with cut
CALL RON OR MINDY 352-2107

EXPIRES 9/30(83

OPIN 4 p.m

352-5166

Voted Best Pizza In B.C.
iCOUPONi

91 OFF
Any medium pizza
with TWO or more items

P©*!

Free Delivery

ONC COUPON PER PIZZA

OPIN

4 p.m.

352-5166

EXPIRES 9/30/83

Voted Best Pizza In B.C
:OUPON-

SO* OFF

8 p.m.
105 South Hall
BEGIN PREPARING YOURSELF FOR A
CAREER IN THE
BUSINESS WORLD BY PARTICIPATING
IN THE MANY
ACTIVITIES OFFERED TO YOU BY THE
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
INCLUDING:
• MONTHL Y AMA PUBLICA TIONS

• CORPORA TE TOURS
• GUEST LECTURERS
• CAREER FORUM
• RESUME AND INTERVIEWING SEMINARS
• AMA PROFESSIONAL DINNERS
• STUDENT/FACULTY HAPPY HOURS

IZZQ

4 P.m.

352-5166
■V"

Voted Best Pizza In B.G.

Mmmmmmmkwfmhmm

„omplet e bervJceror Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

»'JQ1

• Shorts
* Baseball, Basketball
Hockey Equipment & more

take a awing at the
4 PERSON SCRAMBLE

UA0
GOLF TOURNAMENT
Sunday Sept. 25
Bowling Green Golf Club
12:00 Noon
12/ pwtM mew lit ywi nts, HM , iwMtft,
MM pniM
SIGN UP BY SEPT. 21 IN UAO OFFICE OR BG
QOLF CLUB
PAYMENT UPON SIGN-UP

Stanley H.Kaplan

The Smart

MOVE!

PREPARATION FOR:

GMAT-LSAT-GRE

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
EXPIRES 9/30/83

OPEN
TO ALL!

• Jackets
• Shoes
• Shirts

APPLICATIONS EXTENDED TO
SEPT.21-23 SIGN UP IN
THE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING.

nPtanelb*' Free Delivery
OPIN

„

• AND MORE ACTIVITIES

Any MHO.II pizza or large SUB

I

'" .

FROMirj^a""0"-:;?"^'"

:■:•

Organizational
Meeting
Wed., Sept. 21

Any large pizza
with TWO o» mof* items

Delivery

•*—H«ec)

1

I
Jewelry
• Glassware
LOCKER ROOM SPORTING GOODS
| • Wood Products • Teapots
NEW LOCATION
I • Pottery
• Cups & Saucers |
109 N Main
I 109 N. Main
352-7197 1
STOREWIDE
SALE
:^:*x*:*:*:-x-:*x-:*:-:*:-x*:-^
RACQUETBALL
CLUB

$2 OFF
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

DECORATIVE PICTURES AND
PILLOWS FOR SALE
BOTH THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
IN THE LIVING CENTER (1st Floor

20% - 70% OFF

Stadium Plaza. 1616 E. Wooster. B.C.
------

|o"!S* ^

i

"FOR- THE PERFE&F GIFT" -

•;■

COHAN'S

fee

|VATAN'S IMPORTS &GIFTS|
*

from 9:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m. at the Student Recreation Center on courts one
and two.
The players competing
are Mike Hushes, Bob Willson, Dave Shwind, Rob
Peterson, and Neil Walsh.
Proceeds will be going
to the National Arthritis
Foundation.

Collegiate Chapter
••• REMEMBER AMA IS NOT JUST
ANOTHER CLUB BUT A
NATIONAL EXPERIENCE.

§ MPtAH "SEX."
"
Toledo, Ohio
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

536-3701
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Browns look to linebackers as key to success
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Coach Sam
Riitlgllano sayi good play by his linepackers is a Key the Cleveland
Browns' hope for National Football
League success.
And after Sunday's 31-26 victory
over the Detroit Lions, be thinks he's
starting to get It.
The coach was upset by a number of
missed tackles when the Browns lost
27-21 to Minnesota in the league
opener a week before. But he said he
saw notable defensive improvement

against the Lions - although the
Browns did yield 435 yards - and gave
much of the credit for the change to
his linebacking corps.
"You were beginning to see great
plays out of Chip Banks and Tom
Cousineau as a blitzer," he said, adding that Dick Ambrose played a "good
steady game" and Clay Matthews did
"a lot better" than in the opener.
"Those four guys, particularly Clay
and Chip and Tom, they've got to
make the big plays," Rutigliano said.

The Browns have two young players
starting at defensive end, rookie Regi and second-year man Keith
^ddwini flanking four-year veteran
Bob Golic at nose tackle. He said all
three played better against Detroit
than in the opener, and Golic in particular gets high marks from the
coach for an enthusiastic attitude that
seems to rub off on his teammates.
"Golic is a good football player, but
his greatest quality is he is really a
said.
charismatic guy." Rutigliano
'

"They've got to be the difference
between us winning and losing."
He pointed specifically to a Cousineau sack of Detroit quarterback
Eric Hippie, saying, "Those plays
have got to be made by those guys if
we expect to win."
"THAT WILL BUY us some time
for some of those young linemen and
buy us the time for some of the holes
we have in the secondary," he said.
"That's what we need to have every
game."

Cincinnati in'must win situation*
BEREA, Ohio (AP)-The
National Football League
season is only two games
old, but Coach Forrest
Gregg of the Cincinnati
Bengals is already looking
on tonight's meeting with
the Cleveland Browns as a
must, or close to it, for his
struggling team.
"when you're 0-2, every
game at this stage of the
season becomes almost a
must situation for you,"
Gregg said by telephone
from Cincinnati Tuesday
as the Bengals continued
preparations for the nationally televised game.

He said he didn't think it
was too early in the season
to refer to the game as a
crucial one.
"Every game's important," he said. "Division
games, if you hope to contend for your division, are
doubly important."
Browns Coach Sam Rutigliano looks at it from a
slightly different perspective with his 1-1 record, but
recalls a similar start that
didn't turn out so bad at
all.
"I can remember in 1980,
in my short-lived career,
we lost the first two and

ing soon for the Bengals,
who lost their opener to the
Los Angeles Raiders 20-10
and then fell 10-6 to the
Buffalo Bills on Sunday.
"You know what my attitude is, I'm not happy
about it," he said. "And
I'm doing everything I can
as a coach, and the staff is
doing everything they can
as a group, to try to get this
football team playing football the way it was last
year and the year before

went on and won the division and won 11 games and
very easily could have won
12 or 13," Rutigliano said.
HE SAID HIS own philosophy was not to place
emphasis on any particular game as crucial until
late in the season.
"My feeling about it is,
you know, what do you do
Friday, if after the crucial,
critical experience, it's not
successful?" he said. "It's
a long year, and as we all
know, a lot of things can
happen."
Gregg is hoping that a lot
better things start happen-

He mentioned a touchdown and field goal nullified by holding penalties in
Sunday's game.
Gregg said he thought
the Browns were playing
well and that quarterback
He said mental mistakes Brian Sipe "looks like he's
have probably been the back to where he was
Bengals' biggest problem, about three years ago."

Reds sign
pitcher
Soto

Diet Sprite

for them to do as a coach. I think he U
just an infectuous type of guy.
RUTIGLIANO SAID that the last
two weeks, the trainer's report had
listed Golic for no work on Wednesday
and Thursday because of injuries.
"And every day I go out there he
works for two and one-half hours," he
said. "I think he's going to be a great
player. And he's got that leverage as
a wrestler, and the resliency. which I
really think is going to keep him free
of injury."

79*

2 liter bottle

99*

8oz bag

Frito Lay

Potato Chips

-

Diet Seven-Up $1,29 "ToLcans
RACKETEERS
D.Q. Building
Facing R.R. Tracks

We reserve the right to limit quantities Prices in elfpct 9 11.83 Ihru I

WE CAN HELP!

CINCINNATI (AP)
Pitcher Mario Soto signed
a five-year contract
Wednesday that will make
him the highest-paid Cincinnati Reds player in the [
team's history.
The 27-year-old right-1
hander signed a contract
covering the 1984-1968 seasons. The Reds will have
two option years beyond |
that to renew his contract.
Reds President Bob I
Howsam described the
contract as the largest and
longest in the club's his-1
Soto is expected to make I
more than |1 million a year
under the deal.
The righthander from
the Dominican Republic
said he was more interested in staying with the
Reds' organization than ]
trying his luck as a free |
agent.
*TM VERY, very happy I
to stay here/' Soto said.
"That was the first thing if they wanted me, I
wanted to stay in Cincinnati."
Soto set a Reds' club I
record when he struck out I
274 batters last season, his
third full year in the major
leagues. His 14-13 mark led
the club.
Soto shut out the Atlanta
Braves 6-0 on three hits
Tuesday night to record his
career-high 16th victory.
Soto, 16-12, leads the National League with 17 complete games.

but sees nothing wrong
with the players' attitudes.
"THEY'RE WORKING
hard, and they're trying
hard," he said. "We're just
not getting it done. We're
hurting ourselves more
than anything else."

"He is upbeat all the time. He's upbeat in the locker room, he's upbeat in
the bus, he's upbeat in the pre-game
meal. He's upbeat in everything he
does, and he's like that in a game.
"I mean, he is in the game," the
coach said. "You watch nim on the
sidelines. On offense he's in the game,
on defense he's in the game. And I
think he makes people around him
play better. I think that's an intangible that is hard to find, and it Just
gives you things that you're looking

with Waxes and Accessories

Nationwide
10W30 or 10W40
Reg. 64C. 69C Limit 12

1.77

Turtle Wax Super
Hard
Shell Paste
6 OI T224 Aeg 2 69

Eagle I
Mag Chrome

Armor All
Protectant

Turtle Wax
Potyshell
1 siepfiQuid wli 'TS60B

•10O80 8 oi pump spray
Protects and beautifies vinyl
leather plastics etc Reg 2 98

18.88

Sparkomatic

Adapters

m

Reg 24.95 SCA-10
SC«

99.95

Save
up to *30

Sparkomatic

Car Stereo «;

Save
up to 90c

2.99

1 step paste wax "TMSR
Both Reg 3 49

79.95

Guaranteed Products

Sunroofs
Model A600B5 Reg

99 95

Model A602B5 99.95

\%\

Reg 119.95

Pass Thru Windows 39.95

Reg. 49 95 For most pick-up trucks

Reg. 129 95 SR305

After Mfg's $1.00 Rebate

XSV Oil Filters

with Performance Kerns

Sale 1.49, Limit 2, For most domestic and import cars
I II II II I
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Performance
Manifolds
300-35 Fits small block Chevy

MINIUM II MM Uti
MIMtm (lUlMNtUUIIM

TMS
WEEKS
, CAMPUS FILMS ,

GISH
THEATRE
FREE
Thurs:
SEVEN
CHANCES
8:00 p.m.
FriandSat:
TOOTSIE
7:90,9:45 and
mlrfnlflht

MAIN AUDITORIUM
$1.50 w/ID

99.95
Holley

Mai ley

IMtoj

. 109.95

29.95 EEia
Holley
Valve Covers
Small block Chevy only
Reg 34.95

Foreign Parts

59.95
Performance
Camshafts

By Alliance Cams For most
domestic V-8 Reg 79 95

with Replacement Part

74*„

Foreign Auto
Spark Plugs
NGK Bosch Nippondenso
Non Resistors Sold in 4 pack
only Reg. 5.95-6 50 per pack

Two examples of the many Foreign
Parts we carry.
VW Valve Lifters..

1.95

1986 + Type 1.2.3,4, 130O.14OO.15O0.& 1600 J 1585-00

Flat Brake Cylinders

3.50

197279 128 1100CC. 1300CC 'KO022O01 Reg 8.95

14.88

Disc Brake

Original Equipment Quality
NATONWDE
SBSRYTSS

Brake Shoes or
Disc
Pads
Brake shoes wiin •■clang*
Beg 7 95 Disc pads Reg 6 98 Both foi most
domestic can 75000 mile* rated *>>e *•< 2

Reg 20^5 With exchange

28.88
New
Brake
Rotors
Reg 4995

8.77

Naw Premium

Brake Shoes or
Disc
Pads
Brake shoes Rag 11 49 Disc pads Reg 9 96
Both lor most domestic cars with eichange
50 000 miles rated a>)e set 2 wheels

14.88

Ramanulacturad

Master Cylinders

Reg. 22.50 With refundable
exchange, lor most domestic
cars

Solder Seal
Brake Fluid
pmt
quart

1.39
3.49
11.49
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
SaplefflCei 15. 1983

A long, lough wsaHand. bat necklace
(gold pasted) not much value but good
reward upon return Also sat ol keys
I5| on brass kaychajn Both by
I M Fields Cal Jail Of Mka 3623706

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
A! Education majors, organizational
Mg lor SNEATuaa Saw 20 at 8
pm. 112 Ha So BMo,
An Inlamahonal DaMoria Aaaooation
meeting wfl ba held Thursday September l5 m me CapHol Room ol the
Union. Al ara welcome
Minimum lor Systems Manege
mam has rescued!**] It's maaOng K
Thurs. Sapl 22 Hi BA 110.
ATTENTION CfaMMAL JUSTICE
STUDENTS" THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION IS SPONSER
ING A PARTY AT MARK'S PIZZA ON
FRCAV SEPT 16 AT 4:00 PM
TMS IS AN EXCELLENT CHANCE
TO MEET THE C JO OFFICERS
ANO GET TO KNOW OTHERS W
YOUR MAJOR

SERVICES OFFERED
Quick « efficient typing done Wl
accept short notice typing Cal Mar
gteWemtreuP 874 1122
Typing Otaeertasons. rheesv
352-0835 or 3722261

and afficlant typing dona Wl
accept short notice rypnvj BOVpege
Cal 372-1191
QUK*

Espart Typing
RaaaonaMe Rates
Cal 352-7305 aflat 5 30pm

Jaana N' TMnoa. Ml Mdge W.
Coma see Ins new FIX house and
meet ns proud Brothers at 818
Thuratn Ava . Frazse Apts Tonight?-

a.
PLASTIC CUP SPECIAL
» 10 PM
MAM ST.

M.

PHI PSI BATHTUB RACE
SATURDAY NOON
BE THERE'

WOMEN M BUSINESS CLUB MEM
BER SIGN UP SEPT 14. 15. 10 M
THEBABLDO

Lost Man's gold bracelet- n lound
lum mto campus oofcce reward

SATURDAY-PHI KAPPA PSI S
BATHTUB RACE WITH WRQNS
BUCK AND O'CONNOR'

PERSONALS

• ELCETrONS • U*0
oft-campus district rap
now mill. In 405 Stud.
Elections held Sept. 28 4

LOST ANO FOUND

Cathie Wash What an anniversary
uaaanf CrxvjrelulasOne on your angegement lo Randy LAL The Alpha
Pass
KEOS—KEOS—KEOS
For al your party needs cal your
PABST Campus Rap M*e Hart at

Cfcaah us far tow

First maaBng ol graduate atudant
sanale. Fn Sapl. 16. Assembly
room. McFal Center at 2 30 Al grad
eajdents welcome lo attend

RACOUETBALL CLUB
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Open lo al Wed Sept 21 8pm in
room 105 South Hal

Daisy Swan- Congrats on bang selected 10 the BGSU OrtJ Team. Wa
ara so proud of you! DZ Love. Your
Swtors

352-0975

Wauaa-aia Ws swung
Feat Service
Falcon House
140 E. Wooeter - 1S2-MI0

CHOICE (GAY STUDENT UNION!
Invites you lo attend a mealing on
Monday. Sapl IS al 7 30. St
Thomas Moore m the Reeraous Educabon Room The CHOICE a yours

U8G
On and
petitions
Services

ale

Kg Aaaodatlon vrl
Amenta I Urn
ba aidandrtg me* membership drive
Niteraeled students may sign up
Sept 21 23 In ma BA buUng and
also on Sapl 20 at the 1 st meeting in
McFal Canter Students who signed
up r the Spring ara reminded that
My owe an additional s 10. due to an
ncreaee m National Ouea Oonl'l mM
ma opportunity to pan lor your ruaae-Stori up now and gal IrhroK-adl

Aktnaxa
Way to show spin at the Mud Tug tost
Saturday -espeoaly our new pledges1
Great |ob lugoors"
Marketing Assocwtlon s
welcome back picnic al Sal . Sapl
I' al BG dry Park Irom 1:00-4:00
p rrt. Plenty ol tood. beer and tun lor
all FSaes are s'saams at the union. Al
members are welcome
9

Ccngracvietlone to the new 19831984 Kappa Sigma Stardustar on
oars:
Pres Debbie Svoboda
V.P Nancy Barbaric
Tree Dae Ann Alan
Sac Dabble Barker
Soc. Ranee Boyce
Crystal Klngaton
Scholar Chene Lechner
PR. Olna Elawarth
LUErahak
Ftwanthrophy Dawn Dunbar
An Maureen Kat,
MM Wlwnsy Evans
Karen Mayfly
Pledge Ed Mo*y Sngkrton
Karen Ucwn
AJumni Tammy Thomas
And Special Thanks to test years
officers who haped n making our
program a auccaaa.
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
FORMAL RUSH
W THE •RfBIOEMTS LOUNGE
TONIGHT, 7:10

MIDNIT-E SHOW

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
ONLY
ALL SEATS $1.50

Dee Zee s - Get ready lor a great time
I our dale party Itae Saturday The
slars and the moon await us!

OP THANKS FOR YOUR KINDNESS
ANO CARMG SUNDAY WOHT N
OTHER WORDS-THANKS FOR BE
ING JUST YOU" IT MEANT A LOT
ALWAYS-BC'I
SATUROAY-PHI KAPPA P8TS
BATHTUB PACE WITH WRQNS
BUCK ANO O'CONNORI
Kappa Sigma Rush Tonight 7 30 pm
raatllni] 8 sorority danoa shows.
Oeod luck to a" Sigma Alpha Eaetton wWi IM sporu. Lala work our
way to tl. PM Alpha.
Hanging Pwnta $2 86. S4.00. S5.00
Jssna N' Thinos 531 HMoe Street
Hay Alpha ZV Beware ol low flying
atcraTt The FUl'a
HOU0AYWN",MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL NK5HT
ALL THE TsVsE'
Kim Snow
You knew thai something special was
n the at, but did you know that Dave
had a ph tor you to Wear? CongratuMlone KJm on your Pht Mu-Skjma Chi
pinning to Oave SI Charles Love your
PM Mu Slalars
KknZ.
Was that you Uptown. Friday night? I
barely recognized you In your miniskirt. You must have been on auto
plot, because I know you weren't In
control' DLS
PH PSI BATHTUB RACE
SATURDAY NOON
BE THERE
Las cotton gathered riders. St legs.
Jean Pants, Lsvl cotton Jeans »
WrM danim leans. Al 1/2 ott
JEANS N' THINGS 531 Fudge SI
Open tonight unhl B 00
RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
FORMAL RUSH
IN THE PRESIDENTS LOUNGE
TONIGHT. 7:10
LOCKER ROOM
KM N.MAIN
SO* OFF BATS. SELECTED
SHOES. SOCKS. AND BACKPACKS
Kappa Sigma Rush. Tonight 7:30 pm
learning 8 sorority dance shows
Ms Lee shin Reg $20.00 now 5 00
Jaana N' Things 531 RUgs St.
Open Mon-Thurs tH 8:00
NEW THIS FALL
HAPPY HOUR 4-9
DOWNTOWN
THE PHI PSTS WOULD UKE TO
WISH ALL GREEK'S GOOD LUCK AT
THE BATHTUB RACE I ^

THURSDAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID IDS
ONLY .1,011

MM Psajal. Under me San M the
house ol your Sigma Chi. Paul placed
a mater around your neck nM put l
sparkle In your eye' Corigratuemona
MM on your Phi Mu-Stgma CM ■■
vesamg to Paul Kumbha- Love alwaya. Your Phi Mu Slalars

PM PSI BATHTUB RACE
SATURDAY NOON
BE THERE

na
Two good names tor one great Iratar-

THE PM PSI'S WOULD UKE TO
WISH ALL GREEK'S GOOD LUCK AT
THE BATHTUB RACE"
Push the neweal and moat progreesne iraterrwy on campus
PM GAMMA DELTA
RENEERUSH
I'M EXCITED TO HAVE YOU AS A
SISTERI LOVE, YOUR CARME
RUB-A-DUB-DUB GAMMA PHIS
I PHI PSTS W A TUB—GET READY
FOR A WILD NITE TONITE AT OUR
BATHTUB WARM-UP'
Rush Sterna Alpha EpsHon tonksM,
stop by tor merlcan night and rneet
Hie ladles ol PM Mu Sorority.
RUSH SA E
RUSH SA E

SATURDAY—PHI KAPPA PSI'S
BATHTUB RACE WITH WRQNS
BUCK ANO O'CONNOR"
STACEY. HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
HERE'S A WOW FOR YOU! LAURA.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! SINCE THERE'S
NO BG NEWS ON THE WEEKEND.
YOU GET YOUR B-OAY WISH
EARLY LOVE YOU BOTH. TERI
S A E PRIDE
SA E PRIDE
The Furs are looking lorwerd to
'Taking off" with the Alpha Z's tonight
M our "Runway" warm up.THE
PLACE TO BE
FALLFEST »3
SATURDAY, NOON TO 7 pm
Cellsgs Park

5458.

Pregnant? Need Help?
Cal EM PA 362-9111 or 3620082

-

Wanted- 1 2 male roomatos to share
two bedroom, 1 1/2 Bath apartment
with two others Tenant Pays stoc
end phone. Piedinoiit apartments
Cal 352-4208

Imporve Memory w Hypnoeie
362-8777
Quit Smoking with Hypnoea
362-8777

39mm Camera SLR. Interchangeable lenses. Call Vlekl 2-4*21 or
(attar Spm, mot.

382-8777
Improve Study Habits w/Hypnoaia
352-8777

HELP WANTED

Relax with Hypnosis
352-8777

Improve Confidence w/hypnoela

352-8777

SAY •'HAPPY BIRTHDAY"
WrrH BALLOONS!

unoai

Night Oonut Oeavery ie Back
Starts Friday
The Getaway 352-4182
Hey Orientation Group #21
Remember us. your group leaders?
We hope ocsage Ma has bean treating you wel so lar. Also, we were
wondering M you'd Ike to gel together
tor a ptua party. It's planned lor Sept.
21 M 700 pm In Hie Oflenheuer
Weal Lobby II your interested pleeae
cal Stave M 372-4109. or Judy M
352-3003 fuel wanted to let you
know thai wa care.

WANTED

Improve Memory
with Hypnosis
352-8777

Female rmle tor 3rd St Apt Spring
Semeater Own bedroom $113/mo.
Cal Kathy 352 6309

At 7:30 & 9:15

oaut laTmaiiuiiiT
IT I GtlM IIKII

PHOTOGRAPHY EOUIPMENT.
BOOKS S HOUSEHOLD MISCELLA
NEOUS 352-8784
Yamaha Cr 840 receiver I TE AC CX
210 cassette deck Ex. oond S22S
tor both CAI 352-7005 alter. 5

Sound Technician tor M-Energy. Top
40. Rock Band Sand name, address
and phone number to RBJ Aaaodatoa. PO Bos 1212. Fremont
Ohio 43420

Advent 2.002 speakers. 1150/pr
"Ssl under warranty." 352-3943

Part-Time position avaasbie tor college atudant to represent travel company on campus Earn commission.
Iras IravM and work experience
Contact Dsachtoiiibar Tours, Inc.
1326 Mlllsrsporl Hgwy .
WwamavSe. NY 14221. 718-6323723.

5:00.

1979 Kawasaki 750 twn Faano
kiggaga box. louring seal, helmets.
10.000 mi II .000 362-2353 alter
FISHER RECEIVER AND
SPEAKERS CALL 352-0926

NEW

For Sale. 12x65 trekx M Gyps*
Lsm. Good Condition Mostly lur
nwhed plus a ueVry shad 13.100 or
Peal offer CM 268-7790

2 government ectensMa need a njl
lima tva-h babyslter Baby sitting
Irom 8:00 am to 600 pm. avsrwipa S
weekends tree. Some sght housekeeping duties 2 crwdren, 6 yrs A 2
yrs. old Suburban Chicago Position
a alMas tor one year. Cots pa expen
snee preterred Cal cosset 312448-9038
,

Room tor rant with guwt larrwy off S
Main $100 par month Move in
today
Female prelerred. some
meals CM 364-1819 alter 5 30.
Many extras.

STUDENT ACTIVIST
THE OMO PUBLIC WTEREST
Campaign is Nmg tor la community
outreach Mall OPIC la working to
host down runaway energy costs
Hours approx. 2pm- 10pm Mon Fri
Fut a part-Hma aval Storing pay
$180Vwk 241-9093 'or inlervlew

APARTMENT FOR RENT 3 4 PERSON. MONTHLY RENT. FURNISHED. UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS. APPLY AT AM
HERST VILLAGE OR CALL 3525708.
.
3 bdrm apt
Close to campus
Appaances 1 -878-7*37

FOR RENT

BRIGHT EYES

Take
a stock t ^
in^merica.

MR,

9224 9-9

Mas a Ernie's wants high caeber.
outgoing InrMdual to lot! our wait
ressse Malt Apply Mon through Fri
blwn 2 I 4 In parson We're flexible
wlthschecUos

Overcome Fears with Hypnoea)
362-8777

Need Female roomete lor 2 bdrm
house, 131 E Marry St (Off Man)
Stop by anytime NICE'

Dsak 140. Portable
140. Metal shetvng 115. 1 2 cement
blocks and 8 pantod boards beat
oner Mate drapes a curtana-besl
onar Al m good condition 352

Max 4 Erma's wants high caeber
outgoing individual to ton our bar
Mali Apply Mon through Fri blwn 2
* 4 h parson We're Nexfcle with
achedussa.

Stress Reduction w/Hypnosa
352-8777

RUSH DELTA TAU DELTA
FORMAL RUSH
M THE PRESIDENTS LOUNGE
TONIGHT. 7:10

MICHAU
KXATON
TIKI GARB

1983 Plymouth Turiemo. Red. 4apead. epoeer. I AM-FM cess Must
sal 15.500 or Baal otter CM 3726349.
fsndar Strslocsslet Meek wrmsple
neck and tramato bar-good condition 1400.00
» OsHon Aquarium sat up wlhoodJtealer. gravM, PMar end steel
stand 871.00
Pair ol mrmrty MOOT" stereo speakers 3 wsy handles 200 witti 3 year
wsnanty-new condHton 127S, 354-

1 F. Roommate needed tor FM Sam.
M Haven House Apia Cal 352

Improve Sports Performance
With Hypnoeie
362-8777

SKATING CLUB TOtwOMT
HO PM st the ICE ARENA

1978 Dodge Station Wagon 11.800
849-2195

Wanted Used man's beta Cal AMm
362-7396

UAO GOLF TOURNAMENT SEPT
25 CALL 372-2343

KEOS— KEOS-KEOS
For al your party nsede cal your
PABST Campus Rep Mke Hart at
352-0976.

Earn dossrs saBng Avon Products
For more WormMlon please CM
PhySa M 362-5833.

Wanted: 1-1 Mala Paummalu to
share 2 bdrm Apt., ImmlJIallly.
•150 par month 1 lights * phone.
7th and high. Call Marty ISMOU
srUMsSS.

SATURDAY-PHI KAPPA PSI'S
BATHTUB RACE WITH WRON'S
BUCK AND O'CONNOR"
PM GAMMA DELTA

20

WAITRESS-outgoIng personality
needed CM 362-1223 tor appT or
Inssrvlewng

WANTED MMED
Female Apart
merit Mated) to sham 2 badrm. apt
across Irom campus. 363-4794,
Knsta leave meoeapa

WANNA

YOUR YANKEE GENT

At 7:30 & 9:15
IA lilm )hal you'll never lorget

<pafis

m

llSflGHTMARE&r:
...Is this year's sleeper.

r

THURSDAY SPECIAL

a

B6JJ/

«L£^s>

STRENtTW OUTY

Fries-Coleslaw
* NIGHTLY SPECIAL: 8-11pm
1/3 lb. Burger, 1/3 lb. Fries & Large Coke $2.29

1450 E. WOOSTER ST.

ANNOUNCES
FRATERNITY
RUSH
TONIGHT

Associate With The Best
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

AXA
WHO SAID RUSH HAD TO BE DRY it

LOOK FOR FRATERNITY
FLYERS FOR THEMES
AND TIMES
^=

ALL YOU CAN EAT
CHICKEN $3.99

Come to our mock-tail party tonite with the ladies of ALPHA
DELTA PI sorority, and find out.
Rush starts at 7:30

J
BGSU'S MOST EXCITING NIGHT SPOT ISN'T
X.

8

ACROSS
i St Petersburg
resident
5 Diving apparatus
10 Concordes
14 Hoartro*.
15 Called
16 Small case
17 Name for a
colleen
18 Moslem deity
19 ratters
20 Triple Crown
horserace
23 Unruffled
24 Bo« office stgn
25 Had lunch
28 Four wheeled dud
31 Minor aural
ailment
33 Bern s river
36 Cooper lown of
Venezuela
38 Stalk or shaft.
Prefix
30 Another Triple
Crown race
43 The Thinker
sculptor
44 Ooze
45 NY time
46 Chemical
compound
48 Waldorf or Caesar

51 Rumanian
monetary unit
52 Permit
54 Awn
56 Another Triple
Crown race
62 Farmer's habitat
64 Heap
65 At the end
66 Matures
67 Divine Comedy"
author
68 Feminine ending
69 Method
70 In froof
71 Letter opener

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN
Expeditions
M
"Yet.
Have
to
Type of car
Astronaut
Make watertight.
Ma boat
Unpteasing to the

8 Necklace
9 StKk

10 Certain
Yugoslavian
11 Remain alert
12 Pull
13 Family member,
tor short
21 Shoshone
22 Meat dish
26 Puts on the record
27 Live
29 Mine products
30 Snoops
32 Initials In
entertainment
33 Spring month
34 Woke up
35 Bridge term
37 Cruising
40 Purpose
4i Sound of a bell
42 Spattered
47 Group of saddle
horses
49 Gallery offering
50 Telephoned
53 Pentateuch
55 Useannk
56 Seed coating
57 Autumn bloom
59 Otherwise
60 Baseball team
61 So long
62 Barrier
63 Self

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

IN BOWLING GREEN

BOTTOMS

THURSDAY
Ws4

Yf&QFJ.

j*

COLLEGE NIGHT
ROCK'A'BILLY
*****
«TJ5

874-2254

BGSU

